The Kobe City Eldercare Technology Implementation and Promotion Project

On-site "workshop trials"
Conditions for participation: for vendors
■Please take it into consideration that because we aim to select and trial equipment meant to
address the needs and improvement challenges of eldercare business owners, it is possible that,
despite your application, your equipment may not be chosen for the workshop sessions, nor lent
out to facilities.
■For the August 2022 to March 2023 term, equipment lending periods may last for a period of
two weeks, or up to three months. Further details and specifics will be addressed in discussions
during the workshop sessions with eldercare business owners. Please denote the periods for which
your equipment is available for lending on the equipment specification sheets.
■This project is designed to facilitate the lending of equipment from technology vendors to elder
care business owners. We maintain no responsibility, and provide no warranty for any equipment,
and will not be held responsible for for any accidents, damages, or loss to any equipment during
the workshop sessions or during the actual on-site trials. Please ensure all internal agreements
are in place beforehand regarding your risk, and decide as well whether you need to carry specific
insurance related to this project.
■During this project, equipment will be lent out to eldercare business owners for free. Any and all
associated costs regarding implementation or transportation are the sole responsibility of the firms
involved.
■When lending out your equipment, please be sure to instruct the eldercare business owners how
to use the equipment properly, as well as any and all risks the equipment may pose.
■Please decide how to best handle and maintain said equipment while it is being lent out, and
discuss this in advance with the eldercare business owners.
■With regard to equipment intended for the on-site workshop trials (lent out equipment), these
products are to fall under the purview of the Product Liability Act.
■Participants are required to certify that any information gained during this project will not be
disclosed to any third party.
■While participating in this project, and when being provided the necessary operating instructions,
please abide by all rules and procedures as given.

